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QUESTION: 71
What is a major benefit of attaching discussions directly to requirements?

A. Comments can be easily transferred to team wikis.
B. IBM Rational CLM provides greater security than email.
C. Team leaders can limit access to certain team members.
D. All team members have access to important information.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 72
What are two advantages provided by the integration between Rational Quality Manager
and the other components of IBM Rational CLM? (Choose two.)

A. Everyone has visibility into defects and their impact.
B. Any team member can correct an identified defect.
C. Developers can also design test plans and test cases.
D. Testers can see gaps in the test coverage more easily.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 73
Which two application servers are supported by IBM Rational CLM solutions? (Choose
two.)

A. Oracle WebLogic
B. JBoss
C. IBM WebSphere
D. Apache Tomcat

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 74
What is one way that lifecycle traceability improves quality?
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A. by providing visibility into project completeness
B. by directly linking planning with execution
C. by encouraging the adoption of best practices
D. by reducing manual, error-prone tasks

Answer: A

QUESTION: 75
Lack of communication between the development and test teams slows progress. Which
two IBM Rational CLM capabilities should the sales specialist highlight? (Choose two.)

A. Test results are automatically linked to impacted work.
B. Developers can see the exact failure without having to ask.
C. Defects are immediately emailed to developers.
D. All team members can develop and execute test scripts.

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 76
A customer wants to implement full Single Sign-On (SSO) support for their CLM
solution. Which product provides this functionality?

A. Rational Team Concert
B. WebSphere Application Server
C. Jazz Team Server
D. Apache Tomcat

Answer: B

QUESTION: 77
What is the primary goal of continuous improvement?

A. reducing manual, non-creative tasks
B. enabling fact-based decisions
C. defining team roles more clearly
D. conducting fewer retrospectives
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 78
Which statement is true about the value of the Jazz platform to CLM?

A. It allows IBM Rational CLM users to take on general roles.
B. It hosts the IBM Rational CLM Cloud solution.
C. It allows individual products to integrate more easily.
D. It is based on a unique proprietary system.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 79
What is the main way that in-context collaboration improves team member productivity?

A. It establishes relationships between software and artifacts.
B. It reduces the time that they spend searching for information.
C. It links project planning directly to execution.
D. It encourages the adoption of best practices and automation.

Answer: B
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